
Standard: LA.1.W.4 With prompting and support, express and opinion about a topic or text and provide a 

supporting reason.

Classroom Discussion 
• When do farmers plant their popcorn seeds? Farmers plant their popcorn in the spring.

• Where do farmers plant their popcorn seeds? Farmers plant their seeds in their fields.

• What do farmers use to help them plant their popcorn seeds? Farmers use a tractor and a planter. 

• Can popcorn be a healthy snack? Yes, it contains nutrients, fiber, iron, and vitamins.

Language Arts Activity
Students will compose a simple paragraph about a time when they enjoyed a tasty popcorn snack. Use the 

popcorn paragraph worksheet as a guide for the students. Write vocabulary words on the board that may 

help them complete their paragraph. After the paragraph is complete, students may draw a picture to go 

along with their paragraph.

Materials 

• Popcorn Paragraph Worksheet, 1 per student 

Classroom Extension Activity - Popcorn Cob to Snack
Materials 

• Popcorn on the Cob – Can be purchased from Ag Classroom Store: agclassroomstore.com

• Popcorn Observation Worksheet, 1 per student or group 

• Microwave

Share with students that you are going to pop popcorn right off the cob. As a class, ask students what the 

popcorn looks like before, during, and after being in the microwave. 

Ask students, “what causes the popcorn to pop?” When the kernel is heated, the 

moisture in the kernel begins to boil and pressure builds up inside the kernel. The 

kernel bursts open to form the white, puffy part of popped popcorn. As the 

kernel turns inside out, the steam escapes.
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Meet Houston, a 7-year-old farm boy in Nebraska

Dear Students,

The healthy food I grow can be eaten on the go, at the 

movie theater, or in your home! When it’s hot, it goes pop! 

Can you guess what I grow? Popcorn!

Hi, my name is Houston, and I am 7 years old. I live and 

work on my family’s popcorn farm – a place where popcorn 

comes from!

Popcorn is a whole grain and a type of maize. Maize is a 

plant that has many seeds in rows on a cob, and maize can also be 

called corn! In fact, if you drove by a field of corn, you may not know if it was popcorn or 

the corn you eat on the cob. 

My dad plants the popcorn in the spring with a tractor and planter. Every year we must 

plant the corn seeds to get the tasty snack you enjoy. Our family has grown popcorn for 

more than 100 years. Many other Nebraska farmers like us grow popcorn. Nebraska grows 

more popcorn than any other state!

Have you ever noticed the smell of freshly popped popcorn can make you feel very hungry? 

Popcorn is a hunger-fighting machine. It contains nutrients, fiber, iron, and vitamins.

Next time you enjoy some tasty popcorn, remember it could come from a Nebraska 

popcorn farm like mine! 

Your Friend, 

Houston  

Popcorn Farmer 

Giltner, Nebraska 
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Directions:
Write a simple paragraph about a time when you enjoyed popcorn.  Draw a picture to go along with your 

paragraph.

Written by, 

Popcorn PARAGRAPH

Name: 

Popcorn

Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom activity.
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Before

During

Af ter

What happens to popcorn before, during, and after popping?

Popcorn OBSERVATIONS

Popcorn

Name: 

Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom activity.
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